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==== BSTABLI~Sf{BD, 1868. ,==== 
J. WATERMAN'S 
"BOSS" 
Strictly One-Price Clothing 
~-
tlOUSE, . 
73, 75 and , '77 Exchange Street, 
. . . 
BAN COR. 
The Le_~ding Glothing Honse in the State. 
We show at all seasons the LARGEST STOCK and Greatest 
Variety of Men's, Boys' and Children's 
~:Ffne Suits and Overcoats. 
Our Styles are Select, the Very Latest, Tailor M;ade 
' · and Perfect Fitting. 
' .. , 
With our large facilities we are able to mak~ Very J:Iow Prices . 
.. 
I 
GOOD CLOTHING AT BOTTOM PRICES IS OUR MOTTO. 






BANGOR PLANING illf MOULDING MILL. 
DOL:Ee & FOGG, Proprietors. 
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 
Gutters, Condaetors, lYioaldings 
SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK FRAMES, 
CLAPBOARDS, SHINGLES. LATHS, ETC. 
Pine, Spruce, Cherry, Mahogany, Walnut, Hard Pine, Cypress, Ash, 
OAK a:n..d BIRCH LU:lW:BICR 
OF ALL KINDS. 
Spruee, Pine and Whitewood Base and Sheathing. 
HARD WOOD FLOORING OF ALL KINDS. 
W~od lYiantels, Tile aeattths and Staitt Ulorrk, 
In all the Latest Designs, on Hand and Made to Order. 
DOLE & FOGG, BANGOR, Maine. 
-~s ::>.. , ~ • r~ -~ :L. 
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CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF 
THE SERVICE, FROM LEATHER BUCKET 
TIMES TO THE PRESENT FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
~bt lBtocttbl! to be bona:teb 
fot tbe Wtnefit of Jlissa:bltb :.fllffembetss 't~f' ~!Je : '· 
Wa:ngot :Jfitt Elepa:ttment. 
FIREMEN'S RELIEF ASSOCIATION. 
1890. 
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• HE history of Ban.gor's- Fire Department is rich in deeds of 
:4 . darin~ an:~ endui,ance; full of'e~Ul~tjoll;and zeal'ro place them- -. 
. selves at the front; prolific in the socia~ aiilenities and·tokens 
of good fellowship. exist~ng ·a:nio:p.g the "boys" ; niarked, here and 
there, in the days ' of the bld v~l~pteer depa~tment b:i personal en-
counters, sometimes rising to the magnitude of battles, between whole 
bodies of men ; contests for superiority of engines, or for speed in 
running with the hose reel ; and excursi~ns, balls, banquets, trumpet 
presentations,;. and a :thousand and dh~ otlf~~- things interesting to 
. -- . 
firemen, so that within the space which .this little book affords, it 
would not '9e possible to give even an -epitome, of it. · It has been the 
aim, ho'\Vever, of. phe compil,er to give important facts with reference 
to the origlil arid growth of the Department and the result is now 
before you. 
.!. l 
JAMES A. ROBINSON, 
Clothier * and * Outfitter, 
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF 
MEN'S · FINE FU·RNISHINGS, 
Always to the Front with the Newest ·Styles and Latest Novelties. 
We are now showing the Largest and Best Line of 
Men's, Boys' and· Hhildren's Fine Ready-Made 
Cll0Tf1ING 
That we have ever displayed before, l}nd at prices that cannot fail to, 
· ·suit the closest buyers. 
Great Bargains in · the Boys' and Children's .Department. 
Bargains in the Men's ·Department. · 
Bargains in Every Department. 
·come and See and be Convinced. 
The FURNISHING GOODS Department is crowded with Novelties. 
All the Newest Fads received as soon as they are in the Market. 
New Neckwear, Hosiery, Gloves, White and Fancy Shirts, Ten-
nis Coats with Pants to match, Silk Sashes and Belts, etc. 
CUSTO¥ TAILORING in all its branches. Headquarters in Maine 
·for Fine Work. 
JAMES A. ROBINSON, 
Wheelwright & Clark's Block, Bangor 

'~'; NEW DECROW FURNACE 
'· Is f:fow R.eady for the $eason of 1890. 
Fitted with PateJ).t Single Bar Grate, Lever Shaker .and all modern 
'improvements. 
Cheapest and B~;Jst Furnace . · 
· ·iii .the ·market. 
For .· Further· Particulars 
. I . 
please call on or 
address 
CLEMENT & BROWN MFG. CO., 
101 and 103 Broad Street, BANGOR, MAINE. 
. ' 
~. ; 
HISTORY Q.f ·FIRE APP-ARATUS. 
RILE the English-speakingnations h~ve al-
.. ways been'in. the 'front ran¥: Qf _advancing . 
civilization,. so also 'has • the Anglo-Saxon 
brain been quickest to devise means for 
• protection against the elements, and to 
subdue , the forces of natu:reJ and' COll)\ert . 
them ·from enemies to friends ' and'· help-
-ers. Englishmen and A.mer,icans have made. the·· modern fire 
-department. To write an ·adequate history of the rise of this great 
power would requiTe a large volume. For centuries, the ·best 
weapons . that the people had for fighting the flalJl.e~ were nothing 
better than water bags, pipes, water bom_l;>s, siphons, gigantic 
.syringes and inefficient ·· pumps, digni:ffed with the name of 
"' engines." 
. . I-
Monstrous syringes, carried upon trucks, were in use in England 
.as early as 1590. In 1615, a hand fire engine appeared in Germany. 
It was merely a pump,-w.ithout hose of-any,so;rt. In 1667, immedi-
.ately .after the great fire, the city of London was ·first divid,ed into 
fire districts. There were four districts. In 1700, Van der Heide, 
-of Amsterdam, invented flexible hose, both for suction and as a 
substitute for the fixed, inflexible goose-neck or pump nozzle, with 
which the'. old engines were . equipped. It 'was not till 'ne~rly 'a . 
-century later, however, that this important invention was made 
.available. About 1800, Richard Newshal!l, of England, built the 
first engine that became of practical utility. Water was carried to 
-the engine by hand, and pumped by hanrr through hose or a goose 
:neck, as ·the ' case might b.e~· · 
J. W. ·cHAMBERLAIN & CO .. 
Plumbers, Steam and Hot Water Heaters, 
No.7 COLUMBIA ST., OPP. CITY HALL . 
.A. Full Stock of Materials required in the above lines of work always 
on hand . . Special attention ·paid to Drainage and ·Ventilation. 
BANGOR, IU:AINE. 
· J. P. FINNIGAN & CO., 
Manufactu-rers of Fine 
~ 1 BISCQIT, C.RACKE~S AMb 
Fancy Cakes., dzjo . ., 
63, 65, 67., 69 BROAD STREET, BANGOR, MAINE. 
BANGOR EDGE TOOL CO., 
MACHINISTS, AND MAKERS OF THE 
PEAVEY AXES and CANT·-DOGS·. 
ALL KINDS OF DRIVING TOOLS. · 
57 and 59 Exchange St., Bangor, Me. 
C. A. PEAVEY. J . H . PEAVE.Y. 
A. VV. DOANE, 
Silver, Gold and Nickel Plater . . 
Watch Cases plated with Silver, Gold or Nickel. Table Ware, such 
. ~-: as forks and spoons, silyer plated at half co.st of new ware. 
Brass Band Instruments · plated at short notice. 
Door Plates and Door Numbers a specialty. 
Plating of · Every Description. 
Establuhed in :l862. In rear of 42 Central Street, BANGOR, ME. 
I • 
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The :first engine made its appearance in . America, at New York,.. 
in 1732. Then two Newsham engines were imported. The :first 
American :fire ordinance was adopted in New York in 1648, when 
the building of wooden and thatch chimneys was· forbidden, and. · .l\j 
provision was made for the purchase of ladders, hooks and buckets~ 
~ ' 
" PICKING UP," AFTER A FIRE. 
Time was re~uired to teach Americans th~t their peculiarly inflam-
mable homes demanded protection, such as was not needed in 
Europe. · These imported engines 'were worked exclusively by 
treadles, and the water was. brought in buckets and poured into the 
tank, from whence it .was _:pumped through a goose-neck. A man s_at 
astride of it and steered the stream. In 1808, Sellers & Penock, of 
Philadelphia, made the first riveted hos~, and some wide-awake 
P. H. VbSE &COMPANY, 
31 MAIN STREET. . 
Crockery and GlasswareJ · 
-.AT-
WHOLESALE AND . RETAIL. 
• i 
' 
Dinner ---Sets Fronl' :SB.OO -: to SIOOiOO 
. . ' "" ' . . . . ., . . . 
' . 
We mak;e ~Specialty of Stock Patterns from -which ,Sets of -any .. · · 
· · ·assortment desired may be had. 
Toilet Sets from $2.50 to $25.00. _ · 
. · The " 8 & H" and (j Rochester Lamps." ' · , 
Silver Plated Ware of the Finest Quality. 
_ . _ .Fine __ Cut -Glass and Foreign Pottery.-: 
-COMMON -KITCH-BH -CROCK-ERY AND GLIBBWIR·B. -
•, I ·' • . • ' 
P. _H. VQSE. & ,QQMPANY, 
·at MAIN . STREET. 
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American soon afte;_.. ·tho-ught .. of · the hose reel. India rubber 'hose -, 
ca~e. in from England in t82'7;. a:p.d · at .a . more. recent · date canvas 
ho~efound lasti:iig . fa;~ or as the; ;uost desirable of .all. - ·.!'I 
.. ' 
In 182~, the first steam fire engine was buil~; foreshadowfHg. ,the 
complete overthrow and disuse of the system of hand engines. · The· 
model, l:towever, was not very ,practicable, and few steam fire engines 
. . . ' ' . 
were built ~ al)out 181)2. Me,atiwhile various attempts of a similar 
kind, had been made iii America. . Capt. John Ericsson [built a steam 
PATENT SWINGING HARNESS. 
fire engine in New York, in 1839~0. It could throw 10,824 pounds 
of water a minute, 166 feet in the air, through a 2-!·inch nozzle, 
drawing through four lengths of hose. A stationary boiler from 
which hot water could be . speedily tr~nsferredi_to the engine boiler 
was kept in the 'engine house. The machine proved cumbrous, 
heavy and expensive, and was discarded. In 1852;iA. B. La~a, of 
Cincinnati, built a steam fire engine that could throw[a stream 170 
feet, and afterward he built another capable:ofjthrowing four streams 
200 feet, or six str~ams 175 feet, throughj a i*·inch nozzle. The 
~- .A.. ·. "W" .A.L LIS' EsTABLI~BEP 1842 . 
Sole Eastern Agent for 
the Celebrated 




Soda and Syrups 
Furnished to Order. 
132 EXCHANGE ST., 
BANGOR. 
Branch, 
! No. 15 North Wharf, 
St. John, N. B. 
All water used in .the 
manufacturing o f o u r 
cgoods is taken from the 
·Broadway Mineral Spring, 
Absolute!¥ Pure. 
Moxie· IBRVI Fooo, 
WOOD, BISHOP I GO., 
llOH FO\IHbElS, 
Manuracturers of the 
Celebrat.ed Gold Clarion, Royal Clarion, 
Oakwood and Oxford Portable Cooking 
Ran~es, Royal Clarion Coal Parlor, New 
Clarwn Wood Parlor, Sunnyside Coal Par-
lor, Portable and Brick Set Etna Furnaces 
for Coal, Monitor and Climax· Furnaces for · 
Wood, and a large assortment of Cooking, _ 
Parlor, aDd Office Stoves, -
Wholesale and ~etail, 
41 and 42 West M.arket Square, BANGOR. 
N. B.-The goods manufactured by the above house are sold by 
'-' wide-awake stove dealers. If not for sale in, your locality, send to 
t hem for information. Do not make a purchase without an exami-
.. nation of this line. 
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latter engine weighed ten tons, and required four horses for traQ~-
. portation. -These were ,perhaps the first steam fire engines - t~n.t .. 
proved satisfactory, and henceforth the old Hunneman hand engines ·!'I 
were gradually crowded out of favor. 
The use of carbonic acid gas as a fire extinguisher seems generally 
held to be of French origin. H. Phillips, an Englishman, built. a 
chemical engine in 1844, and in 1850 :tn improved Phillips engine 
was imported to America. At present there are several American 
chemical engines and extinguishers ·that enjoy public confidence:. 
Fire · escapes of various designs, respirators for firemen lik-e the 
marine diver's armor, and protective fire patrols, came along in 
regUlar succession. Nobody seems- to know when hook and ladder 
trucks first came into existence. For many years the haJ?-d engines, 
or at least t}le fire companies, were equipped with ladders and· 
hooks. More extended notice of the improvements in apparatus is 
hardly necessary here, for all are well represented in the excellent 
Fire Department of the City of Bangor. 
Patronize · Home Industries . 
. Catt.bonized Stone Sewer Pipe. 
JOHN LITTLEFIELD & CO., · 
Manufacturers. 
OIDce,· No. fExchange Block. Factory, Cor: of Oak and Hancock Sts. 
Superior to all other drain pipe in uniformity of shape and interior 
bore. No possibility of clogging on . account of defective joints. 
Utility of this. pipe established by reliable tests 11nd 20 years actual 
11se. 
Fully Warrante_d by the Manufacturers. 
JOHN LITTLEFIELD. THOS. W. BALDWIN. 
EsTABLISHED 1834. 
W. p. WtliTOf{ & CO., 
Originators and Manufacturers of the famous Side Spring 
~·Whiton" · Buggies, 
And dealers·in factory made 
CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES 
of every description. 
We have the agency for the best Carriages manufactured 
in the country. 
Repository No. 30, 32 and 34 Harlow St., 
FROM BUCKET TO HYDRANT. 
l N the early days of Bangor's history, the appliances for extinguish- , ing fireswere of the most primitive kind. The first concerted 
action of which tradition tells, was that each prominent citizen 
owned two leather buckets, handsomely painted and ornamented, 
"Which were kept hung in his front entry ready at band in case of fire. 
·when an alarm was given, the men formed in line, from the source of 
-water supply ~o the place of fire, and the filled buckets were kept 
.busily in motion up the line to the fire, while the empty ones were 
.returned the same way. After Old Settler Engine No. 1 was pur-
.. ehased, which was only in reality a force pump, the water for this too 
• had to be furnished by buckets. As the town increased in size, a 
··carriage was obtained; a light frame-work of honhung over with fire 
buckets, and a volunteer company was organized. The date of organ-
~ization or names of the members are not, at this day, obtainable. 
1 The first attempt at anything like real organization t.ook place 
March 15, 1815, when fire wards were chosen: Philip Coombs, Wil-
'liam Emerson, Jacob McGaw, John Barker, James Carr and Ch~rles 
Hammond. Their duties, under the statute, were to repair to a place 
-of fire, wearing their badges, take charge .of goods exposed, direct the 
operations for subduing the fire, and, if necessary, to prevent the 
spread of the fire, order buildings in its course to be torn down. 
·They were also empowered to call upon citizens to assist in the work. 
The warrant for the annual town-meeting March 12, 1821, con-
tained the following article : 
''Article 10. To see if the town will take any measures relating to 
the purchase of an engine or employment of engine men, or do any 
-other thing relating to the subject,'' and, at an adjourned meeting, held 
..April 2d, the following vote was passed: 
Voted,-That the selectmen be authorized and directed to ma,ke 
2 
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such contract with the engine company in this town as shall secure to-
the town the benefits of said engine for the year ensuing, either by 
hiring the whole of the present company or such part thereof as may 
be found necessary, or by such other arrangement on the subject as 
the selectmen may deem proper. 
The next vote on the subject was taken at the ·town· meeting in 
March, 1822, "-when it was voted that the subject of furnishing the 
town with engine men be referred to and left discretionary with the 
selectmen. 
March, 1825, it was voted to dismiss the article in the · warrant~ 
,' ~ r;ro see if._the town will agree to purchase an engine and -raise a sum 
of .money for the ·purpose.'' 
_ A war~ant for a special town meeting issued Sept. 5, the same 
year, contained the following: 
"Article 3. To see if the town will purchase an engine, hose 
and necessary implements and apparatus for working the same, and 
to see what .other measures the town will take for the better security 
against damage by :fire," and, at a meeting, held Sept. 12, it was 
voted . that an engine, hose and apparatus be purchased for and at the 
expense of the town of Bangor, and th~t the selectmen be a committee 
to procure the same. 
The result was the purchase, in that year, of Engine No. 2, 
named Washington, a suction engine. Her description, as appears in 
subsequent reports of the chief engineer, was an engine with a cylin-
der 5 inches in diameter and 18 inches stroke, with 28 feet of suction 
hose. 
In 1826, it. was voted that the selectmen be authorized to procure', 
at the expense of the town, for the use of the company belonging to-
Engine No. 1, such a length of hose, amounting to eighty-five feet, i:f 
required, to enable them to .carry their pipe into the interior and1 re-
mote parts of buildings in danger by :fire. 
In 1828, the number :of fire wards elected was nineteen, all but 
one of whom appeared and was qualified, and, as their names are so-
intimately identified with the history of the city and town, they are 
1' herewith given: Amos Patten, James B. Fiske, George W. Picker-
ing, Jacob McGaw, David Hill, George W. Brown, John Williams, 
', Ezra Hutchins, Abner Taylor, Wiggins Hill, J oh~ Barker, John M. 
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. 
Prince, Is~c Hodsdo:n; .. E,dmund .Dole., John Ham, John Godfreyr 
Edward Sargent, George Savage, Samuel Lowder. 
In 1830, the town voted $150 to purchase hooks, ladders, car-
riage and a · house for ·the same, and $150 for the purchase of buckets ; 
also '$10-0"for a re~ervoir in East Mar-ket, Square, and iater, in ,the sanie 
year, $100 more ~as appropriated to the ~se of the Fire:Departmi:mt. 
At the town meeting in, 1831, the selectmen were authorize_d to 
build a new house for Engine No. 1, and to dispose of the old one. 
At a meeting of the fire wards of Bangor, held March 19, 1831, 
the following officers were chdst~n : · · · 
Ebenezer French, Chief Engineer. 
John M. Prince, Assistant Engineer,. · 
· John Williams, Warden of Washington Engine. 
George W. Pickeri~g, " Engine No ... l. 
Levi Bradley, " Hose. 
Ezra Hutchins, '' Furniture and Merchandise. 
Reuben Bagley, " Hook and Ladders. 
This is the first record of the organization of a Board of Engineers 
and the election of officers of engine co'mpanies, those designated as 
wardens being the same as were later called foremen. 
In 1833, the town warrant for the annual meeting contained the 
following: 
"Article 10. To see if the town will vote to purchase two fire-
engines, :with a su~table q~antity of hose . and other necessary 
apparatus.,. The record of the town clerk fails to show that the arti~ 
cle was acted upon, but -that it was passed is evident from the fact 
that at an adjourned meeti:ng, held May 4th, it _was voted to purchase 
a lot of land on State street for an engine house and to set apart a lot 
on. Columbia street for the town lot for the same purpose, and tlie 
·sum of $350 was appropriated to complete the purchases. , ' 
The lots· designated were' the lot north of where City J;Iall now 
stands, upon which was the house of Eagle No. 3 for many years, and 
the lot on State street where now stands the house of Union Hose No. 
1, and which was built for and occupied by Amory Engine Co. No.4. 
The act to incorporate the .city of Bangor was approved March 
12th, 1834, and the city government was inaugurated March 17th, 
with Hon. Allen Gilman as the first Mayor. At the meeting of the 
City Council, March 24th, the following gentlemen were elected fire 
S. STERNS • E. L. STERNS. 
. Tt.lE C. G. STE~NS CO. 
+LUMBER+ 
Mills on. Pen.obsqot River, 
BANGOR, MAINE. 
DAVID BUGBEE. ESTABLISHED 1836. E. F. DILLINGHAM:. 
DAVIO BUGBEE & . CO., . 
Bookselletts, Stationetts, Bookbindetts 
' And Dealers in 
WRAPPING PAPERS. PAPER BAGS. &0. 
No. 6 Kenduskeag Bridge, BANGOR, MAINE. 
CHAS. C. EMERSON. ED. R. ADAMe. 
EffiERSOf4 & ADAffiS, 
JOBBERS OF 
Dry and faney Goods, 
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wards: Anthony Woodward, Samuel P . Dutton, Samuel Hudson, 
Daniel W. Bradley, Preserved B. · Mills, Richard :H. Bartlett, Fred-
erick F. French; . · · ·· . . 
-Following is a s,cnedule of the ,fire apparatus in the _hands of the 
Fire Department, March, 1834: .Eng:ln~ House No. 3,· brick, on city 
land. Engine No. 3, 1 suction and- apparatus coiliplet~; 3 hose c~r­
riages and 600 feet of hose-:good. · Engine and apparatus purchased 
in 1833, cost $630 ; hose, about 70 ·(leiits a foot; carriages, $30 each. 
· Engine House No.2, wo_od, on city land . . Engine No.2, suction 
and apparatus wanting some repairs; 1 hose. carriage and- 250 .feet of 
hose-good: · Engine-purcMsed-1825; cost _- ·- ·-, valued $400; hose 
carri~ge cost $30. ' ·• •· • ' . . 
Hook and La,dder Hous~ No. 1, wood, on city land. . One ladder. 
each, 5o, 42, 35, 25 and, 20 feet long_; four large fire hooks, with chains 
and ropes ; six small fire hooks ; sa.w's, axes; chisels, etc~ 
Engine HQuse No. 4, brick, on city laud. ·Engine No. 4, suction 
and apparatus in good order ; 3 hose <larriages and 350 feet of hose in 
good order. : 
Engine No. 1, and apparatus complete; .in good order; 1 hose 
carriage and 275 feet of hose-good. 
Th~re was also 100 feet of hose in shop for repairs; . 
·In April, the members of the various engine companies were ap-
pointed by the Board of Aldermen, .and they were as follows, given in 
the nu,:nerical order of the companies rather than 'in order of the date 
of appointment, this being the c~mplete list ~f the_ :first Bangor fire-
men under the city charter : 
ENG_Ii-m COMPAfY No.1. 
List of ~embers appointed by the Mayor and Aldermen April 2'4, 
1834: Joseph Mills, -Silas Farrington, 'Charles Shepard, Samuel 
Shepard, Joseph W. Eoyi'ngton; Noah Fogg, John Everton, Rufus 
Prince, Lorenzo Beale, Solomon Day, John Gardner, , Ibrook E. Col-
lins, Mark .L. Mills, Oliver J . f;haw, Wm. S.Dennetti Seth Whittier, 
John Holmes, Albert Titcomb, Samuel Kenney, Thomas Trickey, 
James G: s 'weet, Asher Pa1mer, Fairfiel~ ,Goulder, Si wall Williams, 
Otis Bills, Moses V. Beede, Otis .A,. Wing, Robert K. Jordan, Jotham 
Rogers; Jacob Low, Benjamin Sawyer, John M. Robinson, Thomas 
Woodside, Anthony Woodard, Calvln Phelps-35. 
FIRE l::lERVICE OF BANGOR. 
ENGINE COMPANY WASHINGTON No. 2. 
List of-members appointed by the Mayor and Aldermen, April 
26,1834: John Brown, Elmon Parker, Smith Springer, Henry Pitcher;· 
Elias. S. Boden, Otis A. Brewer, Charles Barstow, Geo. A. Stickney, 
Samuel D. H.asey, Timothy Call, Hiram S. Wheeler, Chas. <)Bryant, 
Charles H . . :Wing, Geo. C. Boynton; William H. Noble, Benjamin 
Hoyt, Paul "R .. Barker, Luther M. Pitcher, Abraham K; Harmon, . 
Nathaniel Pierce, Wm. A.,. Jackson, Blake Cushman, J. B. Marsh, 
.Joseph Budson, J. W. Frost, Gorham L. Boynton, James E. Head~ 
Reuben F: Tozier, Clarkson P. Hall, Henry Stanley, Geo. W. Web-
ster, Stephen Perry, Solon Beate, David M . .James, S. B. Hayden,. 
Wm. H. Perry, Augustus C. Fenno, Joseph D. Green, John F. Tay· 
lor, Luther S. Hayes, William- Williams, John Chandler, James R. 
Macomber; J. W. Marden, Joseph Nudd, Samuel Hidden, Charles 
Lothain, John Spaulding, Jr., Rodney Smith, Freeman Weeks, Eph-
raim S. Blake-51. 
ENGIN-E COMPANY BOSTON No.3. 
List of members appointed by the M~yor and Aldermen April 
24, 1834 : Isaac W. Patten, C. G. Foss, Geo. W. Merrill, Joseph 
Fogg, Jonathan Burbank, Wm. E. Kimball, Wm; H. Taylor, C. D. 
Williams, Lemuel .Bradford,. Henry Dole, Jr., Robert Gower, M. Gil-
ligan, Thomas F. Kennedy, Daniel C. ~ldrich, Edmund Holt, Albert 
Holton, John W. Sterns, George C. Green, Levi Strout, Nathaniel 
Belcher, Albert Dole, Joel D. Thompson, C. L. Coniliard, James 
Kirby, Joseph Leighton, ·Elijah W. Rasey, John Hayden, Newell 
Stratton, Ivory Leighton, H. B. Brastow, · Asa· A. Hill, Mark C. 
Heard, Gorham Southard, Albert Capen, Philip Titcomb, Seth Wil· 
iiams, John Dupee, David Mosman, Benjaman Plummer, Jr., Augus· 
tus C. Stiles, Thurston A. Boyington, Jeremiah Fenno; Wm. Thurs· 
ton, Benjamin S. Foster, John L. Plummer, George Hudson, Wm: H. 
Vinton, P. W. McGill, John C. Young, Charles Hayward, Charles 
Prebble, Simon Hill, Joseph W. Humphrey, Benjamin Bridge, Zebu-
lon S. Patten, Augustus L. Foss, • Samuel H. Sawyer, Jesse Flagg, 
Samuel Hale, Jr., Joseph C. White-60. No.3 was built in Boston, 
in 1833, by Stephen Thayer. 
ENGINE CoMPANY AMORY No.4. 
In Board of Aldermen, April15, 1834, the following persons 
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were appointed members of Engine Co. No. 4: Rufus K. Hardy, R-
F. Webster, GeorgeS. French, E. G. Moor, George A. Pierce, John. 
A. Poor*, Horace Weeks, N. M. Whitman, Joseph Carr, Jr.*, Chas •. 
H. Thaxter,* Ransom Clark, Benjamin Wingate, H. P. Blood, John. 
S. Kimball,* Joseph W. Mason, A. Richardson, Barzilla Brown,. 
George M. Seward, Erastus N. Torrey, Is.rael Stone, F. F. French, 
Joseph T. Webster, Andrew Wiggin1 Isaac R. Clark, Leonard March,. 
John W. Moor, James Gould, J. Bartlett, S. J. Foster, Geo. Palmer, 
C. G. Greeley,* Martin Dow, Emery Livermore, Wm. H. McCrillis,. 
D. C. Wadleigh, Eben Blanchard, James M. Torrey. H. W . Nichols*, . . 
James Reed, Simon P. Bradbury, Benj. Colcord, John Ray, Reuben, 
Alley, Andrew Barber, Amos Flint, Jacob Richardson, John Bors-
land, Asa Warren, Elijah Low, Jr., William Rasey, Jr.,* John C. Pat-· 
ten, Sabin Pond, Jr., Ira Blanchard-53. 
The eight persons whose names are marked with a* were dis-· 
charged May 14, and the following were appointed members : William. 
P. Lamson, Otis Kaler, Reuben. Ricker, Henry Lovejoy, Thomas J .. 
. Whiton, George A. Gordley, Mark Hatch, Joseph T . Desan, George· 
Chamberlin, Orlando T. Wood, Charles S. Preble, Perry B. Rider, 
William Cobb, Robert Lord, Stephen Badger-15, making the mem-· 
bership of t.he company 60, the same as that of No. 3. 
Amory Engine No. 4 was built by Ge.orge W. Godfrey. of Boston,. 
in 1833, its name being given in honor of Chief Amory, of the Boston, 
Fire Department. 
· The first Board of Engineers, taking the place of the Fire Wards,.. 
with enlarged scope of duties and powers, was organized, and ranked 
as follows July 19, 1834: Ebenezer French, Chief Engineer; Hay-
ward Pierce; Messenger E:isher; Henry A. Head, in care of goods; 
John Barker, 2d; Samuel P. Dutton; Samuel Hudson, Engineer for-
Engine No. 3; P. B. Mills, Engineer for No. 1; R. H. Bartlett, 
Engineer for No.4; James W. Hale, Daniel W. Bradley, Engineers 
for No.2; John M. Prince; Isaac C. Hodsdon. 
Evidently in accordance wj.th a petition from Chief Engineers 
French to the Mayor and Aldermen, made Dec .. 27, 1884, in the 'fol-
lowing spring two fire companies or bucket companies were admitted 
~< · i!}to the department. 
February 16, 1836, an order was passed for a fire engine ·to be 
placed near the postofij.ce at North Bangor (now Veazie), and No. ~ 
~ 
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was so placed, and was never after in active use in the department, 
though kept for many years as a reminder of a fire engine of the olden · 
time. ·p 
HOOK AND LADDER COMPANY. 
In response to a recommendation, made by the Board of 
Engineers to the City Council, that the Mayor and Aldermen immedi-
ately establish and fill a Hook and Ladder Company, the board voted 
July 29, 1836, to establish a company of sixty men, and one was 
organized. 
BANGOR ENGINE CoMPANY No. 5. 
There seems to have been little change in the force or effective-
ness of the department until 1838, when the need of a more powerful 
engine was so apparent that a new engine, Bangor No. 5, was ordered 
9f and built by Frariklin Muzzy & Co.,. of this city. . 
The condit~on of the department was communicated by Chief 
Engineer French to the City Council, in his report of March 1, 1839, 
as follows: 
Engine No.1, a,t ·Mill Dam, without company. 
Washington No. 2, with 5-inch cylinder, 18 inches stroke of pis-
ton and 24 feet suction; built at Roxbury, Mass., 1825; J. T. Web-
ster, Foreman. 
Boston No. 3, 6z-inch cylinder, 12-inch stroke of piston -and 24 
feet suction, built at Boston, 1833 ; Charles Hayward, Foreman. 
Amory No. 4, rotary ; same capacity as 2 and 3 ; built at Boston, 
1833; T. J. Whiton, Foreman. 
Bangor No. 5, same as preceding; built at Bangor, 1838; F. 
Muzzy, Foreman. 
Fire Company No.1, L. March, Foreman. 
" · 2, W. A. Wingate, Foreman. 
Hook and Ladders without company. 
ENGINE CoMPANY No. 6. 
'' Osceola,'' th~ engine for which this company was formed, was 
· presented to the City by Henry A. Head, Esq., and the report of the 
company to the Board of Engineers, of Jan. 1, 1840, gives the fol-
iowing apparatus : Engine in good order ; 7 feet suction hose ; 250 
feet leading hose ; 1 hose carriage, all in good condition. 
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There·was scarcely any change in the cond1tion of the depart-· 
ment for several' years, and the companies struggled along with such 
apparatus as they had, doing the best work they could under the cir-
cumstances. July 25, 1842, an order was passed by the City Council 
to have engine,s Nos. 3 and 5 Jhade of the. same capacity, and Engine 
Co. No. 4 petitioned to have ~he capacity of their- ·engine increased. 
Their petition was evidently· not granted, for on April 15, 1845, a 
communication from the same company for an enlargement of their 
€ngine was presented to the board and referred to the committee on 
Fire Department, and, on April 21st, an order was passed to increase 
her capacity to that of Nos. 3 and 5. Washington Engine No. 2 was 
ordered to be transferred to the City Mills to take the place of Old 
Settler No. 1. 
Oct. 28, 1845, Engineer Elijah Low, Jr., made charges against 
two members of Engine Company No. 3, of disobedience of orders 
aud using insultingJanguage at a fire in the Veazie house on Broad-
way, ·and after a hearing of the charges, the two men were each fined 
three dollars and discharged from the department. This action was 
evidently resented by the comrades of No. 3 cempany, as on Dec. 
29th a communication from the Chief Engineer to the Boa;rd of Alder-
men, 'transmitted the vote of the company disbanding the same, and 
the return of their engine and apparatus to the city. A new com-
pany was at once organized to take charge of the engine. 
Hinckley & Egery, with milch care, built an engine for No. 4's 
<lompany, which, after a trial, was offered to and accepted by the 
<lity, and went into service in place ~f the old Amory, in the spring of 
1846. 
Jealousy on .the part of No. 3's company, aided by the feeli!lg 
Qn the West Side that the East Side should not be better equipped 
tlian they, resulted in obtaining the passage of an order in the City 
Council, July 27, 1846, authorizing, under certain conditions, the 
sale of their engine, Boston No. 3, and the purchase of a new one. 
In the same year, No. 6 company was given charge of old 
No. 4, with the promise that the coming yea.r they should have , 
a new engine, and Messrs. Hinckley & Egery again had a chance to 
<lonstruct one upon t.heir own prinCiples, and Tiger No. 6 was built, 
finished and accepted in May, 1848, at a cost of $1,3oo: Old No. 6 
was held as a spare engine. 
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In 1849, Engine No. 5 was reported as remaining without:;~. com-
-pany, and Chief French said in his report: "Nos. 3 and 6, with all 
their power, are heavy and cumbrous. The great weight of the'1 
ponderous engines was the one thing that detr~cted from thei:t: v~lue; 
.as 'it called fot a large. expenditure of muscle·j.n: the contests of speed 
-enter~d ·into in running to ft•res. ,; '· . · · · · · ' ; 
· Ap~i( 29; 1850, a committ.ee, ·appointed April 22d, to inquire 
·into the expediency of establishing a uniform standard of fhe several 
-engines, reported that they believed it to be not only inexpedient 'but 
impracticable at that time to adopt any particular size or limit to the 
·Capacity of the engines. / 
An order for repairing No.6 was passed Dec. 2, 1850, and wheu 
-completed, the bills for " repairs " amounted to the nea:t little sum of 
$1,228. 72, which was represented in a new tub materially differing 
from the old·· one, and from. any other one, before or since, here or 
-elsewhere, in having two suctions, or being, as the boys called it, ''a 
two-tailed Tiger." The City Council refused to pay the bill, but 
finally did so in obedience to an execution issued by the Supreme 
·Court, at the April term, 1854. · 
A new company was organized the same year for old No. 6, un-
·der the. name and number of Protectioh No. 7, the membership of 
which does not appear, but the report of Chief Engineer G. L. Boyn-
·ton, made March, 1852, gives the official organization of the- com-
panies, including No. 4, which had been re-organized, and it is the 
]ast organization of the old volunteer companies before becoming a 
-paid department. 
The cumbrous character of Engines Nos. 3 and 6, which consti-
tuted the principal part of the service, together with the inequality 
-existing between the capacities of the engines, was the subject of 
..annual mention in the. reports of the engineers, and Chief Engineer 
Boynton, in his report of March, 1852, said, while testifying to the 
-efficiency of engine companies . Nos. 3 and 6, With their large and 
-effective companies, he was of the opinion that engines less cum-
brous are more useful in a city covering· so large a territory as Bangor. 
As an. incentive to good conduct and stability in service, the City 
·Council passed, Feb. 3, 1851, an ordinance, that annually in the 
month of January, ther~ shall be paid fromthe City Treasury, out of 
·.the appropriation for the Fire Department, an order dra'Yn by the 
H. VV. SMITH, 
Manufacturer of 
VIGKIIG BOI&S ~ BOX SHOO II 
And Wholesale Dealer in 
¢(J. ICE[><> 
Mills at Bangor and So. Boston. Ice Houses at Bangor·, 




Portland Kerosene Oil Co. Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
Repauno Chemical Co. Jewell Belting Co. 
Hazard Manuf'ing Co. Deane Steam Pump Co.. · 
Ingersoll-Sergeant Rock Drill .Co. 
High Explosives and Batteries, Steel and Iron Wire Rope. 
H. W. John's Asbestos Goods. 
Shepard's Paragon Varnish. Wm. T. Wood & Co.'s Ice Tools. 
Mill and Contractors' Supplies. 
Gilbert Wood Split Pulleys. 
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Mayor, in lieu of any premium or other compensation, to the fore-
man of each engine company in the city proper, the sum of two hn:IT"-
dred and fifty dollars ; and to the foreman of the company. at North 
:Bangor sixty dollars, for the use of said companies, provided that '1 
no such order shall be drawn nor any such payment made for or in 
favor of any company which shall not have faithfully performed duty 
during the entire year previous to the time of making the same by a 
-vote of the City Council. 
Under the provisions of this ordinance, the department was paid 
in 1852 and 1853, but still they were not happy1 and troubles multi-, 
plied greatly, not only between the companies, but between certain 
members of the companies and the chief engineer ; acts of insubor-
dination and insolence becoming so frequent and aggravating as to 
. cause the chief engineer and two of the assistants to tender their 
• resignations. 
Engine Company Protection No. 7, disbanded and turned over 
their engine to the city Dec. 6, 1852, which was the final closing up 
()f the history of that company and of the engine which had done 
good and long service successively as· engines Nos. 47 6 and 7. 
At the meeting of the Board of Aldermen, July 11, 1853, Chief 
Low presented charges against two· prominent members of Engine 
Co .. No. 3, " .for disorderly conduct . and~ threatening language at the 
·fire on Broad street on the night of the 14th of June." The paper was 
ref~rred to the Committee on Fire Department. 
Previously, on May 2d, the Chief had reported an act of insub-
ordination against a member of the Department, and it met with 
similar treatment, but with :t;to further result. 
June 16th, referring to the action taken above, the Chief ten-
dered his resignation, which was accepted October 3d. 
· S. S. Low and Nathan Perry, Jr., assistant engineers, also ten-
dered their resignations .Oct. 3d, which were accepted by the Common 
Council but not by the Board of Aldermen. Preserved B. Mills was 
elected Chief Engineer on the same date, but declined to accept, and 
the Department ·remained without a bead for some time. 
In this year, 1853, a new engine house for No. 3 Company 
was built on Columbia street, and fitted up · and furnished by the 
company in elegant style. 
December 5th, John D. Lambert was elected Chief Engineer, but 
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he did not accept the office, and ·there appears to have been ·no head 
to the Department, other ·than the Assistant Engineers, whose resig-
nations had not been accepted, until I the annual meeting in · March,. 
1854, when. Elijah Low was again elected Chief. 
February 20th, au. ordinance was adopted which provided that 
. the Department should consist of a Chief Engineer and riot less than 
three Assistant Engineers; and of three companies, each to' consist 
of forty men, and such additional companies as should hereafter be 
established by the Mayor and Aldermen. 
This ordinance gave the Chief Engineer power to appoint the 
firemen and to discharge the same, providing, ·however, that in case 
any discharged fireman should feel aggrieved at his decision, he ·had 
the right of appeal to the Board of Assistant Engineers, who should 
have power to reinstate him. 
This ordinance not only ~xed the pay of the Department far in 
advance of anything heretofore attempted, but it also made provision 
Glilfor the establishment of a Fireman's Relief ,Fund. 
THE BIG TUBS DISCARDED. 
It was .finally apparent that the efficiency of the Department 
could only be maintained and harmony restored by taking the big 
machines out of the Department, and replacing them, and the old · 
engine of No. 4's company, with three engines, equal in make, style 
and capacity1 and it was decided to have them made on the principle· 
of No.3, and a contract was made in 1854 with L. Button & Co., of 
Waterford, New Ybrk, for the three engines, at a cost o~$1,000 each. · 
In the same year a new engine house was built on State street,. 
for No.6's company, and a new,hook and ladder carriage was pur-
chased, and it was recommended that a company be formed. 
The returns of the years 1856-7' give the recapitulation of the 
property of the Department and its working force as follows: 4 engF· 
neers; 135 firemen; 6 engines, namely, Nos. 3, 4 and 6.in ac~ive ser-
vice, and reserve engines old 3, 4 and 6, in good condition; and old 
engines Washington No. 2 and Protector Ne. 7, past service; 3,500· 
feet leading hose ; 272 feet suction hose ; 10 hose carriages, and all 
other material fit to put the companies in condition for service, as 
well as 2 hook and ladder carriages, 12 ladders, . 1 bucket carriage , 
and 58 buckets. 
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_ In, 1858, . the, Chi~f ~pg~rieer , reported that the experi;m~nt of a. 
paid ~Fire Depa,r~ment bad proved a\ uccess. . · · 
. . STEA:\\1• FIRE ENGINES. 
·In his ina11gll.ral address, delivered March, 1860, to the City 
CouncH; Mayor Isaiah Stetson called attention to the introduction of 
steam fire engines into tb!'l Departments of other cities, and recom-
mended that when an additi6n is required to our force that the ques-
tion of adding steam fire engines should be considered. 
A steamer was contracted for with the. " Portland Company," 
and Steamer Union No. 1 was received fro:in them in October, at a 
cost of $2,700. A company was formed consisting of seventeen men, ·· 
including the engineer and fireman, and the steamer took the place of 
Amory No.4, which was withdrawn from the service·. 
William H . Mansfield was chosen engineer of 'the steamer, Nov. 
9, 1861, his salary to be $500 per annum, and he to give his whole 
time to the city. June 2, 1862, the salary was increased to $550, 
with the additional consideration that hhi whole time should be 
devoted to the running and repair of the steam engine and the repairs _ 
of the othe;r engines and apparatus belonging to the department. 
Nov. 7, 1864, the city government increased the salary of the engi-
neer of the· steamer to the amount-of seventy-five dollars for the two 
remaining quart;ers, or an addition of $150 for the year. 
The following May the effective force of the Department was in-
creased by the addition of Steamer Victory No. 2, a fine engine, and 
Union No. 1 was taken to Portland and repaired. 
In 1863, Chief Engineer Fogg urged upon the City Council the 
great necessity of having a better arrangement in regard to horses 
for the steamers, and a pair of horses was purchased for the Depart-
ment in the Fall of that year, the street commissioner employing 
them at cleaning the streets when not on duty. Two new horses were 
added in 1867, and the horses were placed in their new stables in the 
basement of the new house on Harlow street. Another pair of 
horses was added to the Department in 1870. In 1867 a one-horse 
hose cart was put into the service; and in 1869 a two-horse hose cart 
was added. 
/ 
The first increase of men to Steamer Union was in 1864, when 
Martin Rinibech was employed as tender to the steamer, and Seth S. 
' , 
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:Baker and William A. Rich served as firemen, with John Timmons 
.as teamster. In 1865 five men were added to Union Hose Company, 
making the number twenty, on account of the addition of Steamer 
Victory No.2. In 1867 five more men were added, and a teamster 
for the engine and a driver for the hose cart, who also acted as fire-
man. 
In 1862 Amory Engine No.4 was sold to the town of Orono for 
.$500. 
In 1863 the famous Tiger No. 6 was sold to Hinckley & Egeny, 
for. $256, arid b~oken up. · 
In 1864 the old No. 6 was sold for old metal for $153.80. 
. In 1868 Eagle Engine No.3 (old reserve) was sold to go to 
:Brewer for $900. · 
Attention was called by Chief Engineer George H. Chick to the 
needs of the department in his report for March, 1866, and during 
the year the force was increased by the addition of ten men ·each to 
-companies 3 and 6, and tlie· ·pay of the hosemen was increased $10, 
making $50 a year to each member. 
On June 4, 1866, the Committee on Fire Department reported in 
favor of purchasing a lot on East Market square, whereon to build a 
house for the accommodation of the steam fire engines, and an 
order was passed to purchase the same at a cost not exceeding $3,250, 
and on July 9th the Mayor and Joint Standing Committee of the Fire 
Department were ordered to contract, according to the plans sub-
mit-ted, for building a house on said lot, the result being the erection 
{)f the elegant, substantial and commodious house now standing on 
.East Market Square, opposite Centre Park. 
I 
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A. H. PARKER, Chief Engineer. 
Assistant Engineers, {
S. A. FELLOWS, 
M. MORIARITY, . T 
C. J. PARKER. 
CoMPANIES CoMPOSING THE DEPARTMENT. 
Union Hose Company, No.1 
Holly Hose " " 7 -
Elijah Low Hose " " 8 
Eureka Hose '' '' 9 
Hook and Ladder" " 2 
. Total, 








Steamers, Union No. i, Victory No. 2, Libez1iy No. 4. 7,200 feet 
leading hose. , 
FORCE EMPLOYED AT HEADQUARTERS. 
Joseph E. Merritt, Engineer of Steamers and Supt. ·of Fire 
Alarm Telegraph. 
Ambrose Merrill, Driver of Horse Hose Cart. 
Joseph Mann, Driver of Hook and Ladder Truck. 
Hemy 9ram, Driver of Steamers. 
Chellis Gr~y, Fireman of Steamers. 
UNION HosE, No. 1. 
D. T. Sexton, Captain. 
D . F. Sexton, 1st Assistant. 
W. S. Mason, 2nd Assistant. 
J. F. Finnigan, 
E. F. K~lly, 







F. l). Ma,thies, 
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A. W. Varley, 
Frank Burr, 
M. J. Finnigan, 
John Welsh, 
.A. -B. Smith, 
J. B. Charlton, 
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Fred Frey, 
Edward Finnigan, 
Thomas E. Donohue, 
Fred Overlock, 
J. F. Mason, 
W. J. Charlton. 
CHAMPION HOOK AND LADDER, N 0. 2. 
J. F. McManus, Captain. C. G. Shea, 
Frank Moriarity, 1st Ass't. E. R Usher, 
Frank Cram, 2nd Assistant. P. O'Leary, 
J. S. O'Leary, J. Mooney, 
· M. O'Brien, · William Hashall, 
S. A. Brown, E. Sullivan, 
_ E. E. Hodgkins, James Crowley. 
John Frey, 
HoLLY HosE No. 7. 
Hanson Gray, Captain. 
J. W. Sleeper, 1st Assistant. 
Randolph Wells, 2nd Ass't. 
W. H. Peirce, 
· S. A . Fellows; 
E. G. Randall, 
G. H. Klatte, 
Edward Baker, 
' 
W. C. Phelps, 
Silas Sleeper, 
D. J. Murphy, ./ 




ELIJAH Low HosE, No. 8. 
P. O'Donohue, paptain. 
W. C. Banks, 1st Assistant. 




A. F. Libbyf 
R. S. Davis, · 
D~ Finnigan, 
G. E. Drinkwater, 




C. E. Williams. 
. ~UREKj HosE, No. 9. . . 
J. N. Jarvis, Captam. W. C. Williams, 
John C. Mooney, 1st Ass't. 0. L. Thurston, 
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A. H. Merrill, 2nd Assistant. 
H. W. Jarvis, 
C. M~ Smiley; 
H. A. Kelley, 
F. E. Devoe, 
Fred, Devoe, 
P. B. Dow, 
Albert Bean, 
w. c. Sturtivant, 
J. Mf Ward, 
. B. W. Mayo. 
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With her magnificient water service and steamers, which, although 
always ready, are rarely needed to. quell a fire, except at some place-
remote from hydrants, and,with a full head of water, supplied by 174 
hydrants from 24 miles of street mains ; with a fire alarm telegraph 
to give an early and accurate location of the fire ; with the finest elec-
tric light service in the country, by which, with 145 arc ligk.ts of 2000 
candle power each, the streets are made as light by night as by day, 
enabling the firemen to go with speed and safety on the darkest night ; 
added to the finest corps of men who ever manned a drag rope or 
grappled with a hosepipe, Bangor has a fire department of which 
she well may be, as she is, emphathically proud. 
THE CHIEF ENGINEERS. 
Following are the names, order and ,year-of service of the Chief 
Engineers of the Bangor Fire Department since its organization : 
Ebenezer French, 1834-4;2; Preserved B. Mills, 1843-44; Charles 
Hayward, 1845 ; Ebenezer French, 1846,50; Gorham L. Boynton, 
1851; Elijah Low, 1852-58; Albert Dole, 1859; Thomas Hersey, 1860; 
Hiram H. Fogg, 1861-62; James W. Williams, 1863-64; George H. 
Chick, 1865; Samuel A: Ft'llows, 1866; Elijah Low, 1867; James W. 
Williams, 1867-68; Elijah Low, 1869-76; Otis D. Maddock, 1877-86; 
A. H . Parker, 1887-90. 
HONORED Ex~CHIEFS. 
Ebenezer French, fourteen years; Elijah Low, sixteen years; 
and Otis Maddock, ten years. 
EBENEZER FRENCH. 
Ebenezer French was born in Billerica, Mass., April4, 1795, and 
died in Bangor Nov. 5, 1875, at the advanced age of eighty years. 
While living in Boston he was a member of the celebrated Boston Light 
Infantry, from 1814 to 1826, and in the for:mer year was stationed, 
·!A:IGOB · CABPIT STOBI., 
Carpets, Room Papers and Window Shades. 
Largest Stock and Lowest 
Prices 
A. H. ROBERTS & .-SON, _- Proprietors .. 
. 
Every One Can Afford 
~ectric Jt~~ts. 
Cheaper than Grease. 
We are now ready to furnish Electric Lights for commercial pur-
poses, and house lighting at prices made with reference to length of ,_ 
time 1ights are used. 
On application an expert Wl'j.ll call at houses, offices, stores or 
factories and give estimates on cost of lighting. 
,, Bangor Eleetrie hight and Power Go. 
General Office: WHEEL WRIGHT & CLARK'S BLOCK. 
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duting. the war with Englang, in Fort Strong, and at the time of his · · 
r1 death was, with the exception of William G. Smith, the sole survivor 
. of those of his company in that fort, the names of whom were print-
ed in a Boston paper a few years since. He moved to Bangor in 
1826, and was prominent in business' matters here, besides being the 
owner of "French's Farm," the scene of so many . military . musters, 
and which was his residence for many years. He was the first City 
Marshal of Bangor, elected at the organization of the first city gov• 
ernment in 1834. He was elected one of the Fire Wards in 1829, 
and re-elected in 1830, ',31, '32, '33 and '34, the latter being the year 
when the city charter was adopted, and on June 21st of that year he 
was elected Chief Engineer of the fire department. In 1835, '36, 
'37, '38, '39, '40, '41 and 42 Mr. French was again re-elected Chief, 
and ag~in in 1846, '47, '48, '49 and '50, making in all, fourteen years 
service as Chief Engineer and five years as Fire Ward. Chief French 
was a man of strong convictions and strict integrity. 
Standingoversixfeet in height, his stalwart form was conspicuous 
in any gathering, and his kindly features and pleasant manners will 
be remembered by all who knew him. 
ELIJAH Low. 
Capt. Elijah Low was born in Bath, Maine, October15, 1812,-and 
removed to this city in May, 1831, where he learned the trade of 
house joiner, with the late Nathan B. Wiggin1 and helped build the 
Bangor House in 1834. He was Orderly Sergeant of the Bangor ·Rifle 
Corps, and with his company took part in the ca,mpaign known as 
the Aroostook war, and his reminiscences of the events of those days 
· are rich and racy. He was one of the original members of Engine 
No. 4, and when No. 5 company was formed he joined that, and was 
elected foreman, and remained there until appointed Assistant En-
gmeer in 1844, Charles Hayward being Chief Engineer, and served 
during 1845, '46 and '47,. 
In 1852 he was elected Chief Engineer, and re-elected in 1853, 
'54, '55, '56, '57 and '59, and again in 1867, '69~ '70, '71, '72, '73, 
'74, '75 and '76,· being elected City Marshal in 1877, and Otis Mad-
dock succeeding him as Chief. This made a service of sixteen years 
as Chief Engineer, the lo.ngest in the service, four years as Assistant, 
besides many years as fireman on companies 4 and 5, a noble record, 
'· 
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of which any man might well be proud, as showing the ability he po-
sessed and the esteem in which he was he1d, which would ensure him 
so many annual elections to his position at the head ·of the dep~rt­
ment. 
During Captain Low's administration he in~tituted many im-
provements and reforms into the service, and it was his doing th~t 
caused the reorganization of the department on a basis which pla~ed 
the appointing and discharging of firemen in the hands of the Chief, 
and thus did away with the insubordination which the Board of .Al-
dermen had been unable to quell. · 
He also, before the days of extension ladders, introduced scaling 
ladders, by which the firemen were able to ciiinb from story to story 
of burning buildings. In the spring of 1863, Capt. Low was appoint-
e~ by President Lincoln, Provost Marshal of this District, and ha~ 
charge of the drafting and recruiting operations here until the close 
of the war, serving with ability and fidelity and to the great satisfac-
tion of all. ·- · 
OTIS MADDOCKS. 
Otis Maddocks the third longest in service as Chief Engineer, be-
came a member of Union Hose Co. soon after its organization, and 
remained therein until 1867, when he was appointed an Assistant 
Engineer:, which office he retained ten years, or until 1877, , when he 
was elected Chief Engineer, and served with ability for ten years 
niore, or until1887, when he was succeeded by the present Chief, A. 
H. Parker. 
During Chief Maddocks' term of service, the Fireman's Relief 
Fund, a matter in which he took deep interest, came into existence 
in 1885. Mr. Maddocks is a highly esteemed citizen. 
THE RECORD OF FIRES. 
The earliest fire on record is that of the mill of Benjamin Good-
win, across the river, at Brewer Village, with a loss of $6500, in 
1823. In 1825, a fire on Fish street, afterward Wall street, now 
Pickering square, destroyed Rasey's tavern and stable, the stables of 
Jacob Chick and John Williams, house and stable of John Barker, 
corner of Water and Main streets, and hop.ses of Simon Harriman and 
··John Reynolds. The same -year the house of William Bru11e 
was burned with its conteJtts, the family barely escaping with 
.. 
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their lives. In 1834, July 4th, occurred what is known as · Ba~: 
gor's first big fire, entailing a loss of ·$30,000~ George W. Merrill, 
· r1 Esq., the veteran furniture dealer, and one of Bangor's earliest fire-
men, is the only one of the sufferers by fire . now living, and nine 
times during his fifty-six or fifty-seven years of business life here, in 
his place of business and once in ·his residence he has been a victim 
of the flames. The fire referred to, extended from Main street to 
. Mercan-tile,square, the sufferers being Rill & Merrill, Samuel Hyde, 
F. A. White, Sargent Walker, R,. Thurston, Mark L. Hill and· 
Stephen Gilman: This was another of those cases of which it is so 
tersely said "Rum did it,'/ the cause of the fire ·being ascribed to a 
drunken revelry. The building being of wood and the fire department· 
being· but meagre, the flames had their own way; sweeping everything 
•before them. March 9th, 1836, double house on Hammond street, 
owned by C. S. Clark, burned, loss .$4000. Dec. 22, E. & S. 
Smith's block, foot of Hammond street, entirely burned, loss $15,000. 
Dec. 15th, 1837, five stores on Main street, entirely ·destroyed, loss · 
$5000. August 18th; 1838, fire on Wall street extending through to 
Main street, burning wooden blocks on which is now Pickuing square, 
occupied by C. K. Rice, baker; Henry--- Call,· tinplate 'worker; 
N'athaniel Johnson; coppersmith; Andrew Smyth, variety store, and 
John M. Prince, also a dwelling house with loss of $9350, with no in-
surance. Extending to Main street it burned three tenements in- the 
.Arcade Block, with a loss of $13,000, and an insurance of $47·00, 
making a total loss by the fire of $22,350, or net loss of $1_7 ,650 .. 
Nov. 28, 1844, · the engines were called out and No.3 Company 
was sent to Hampden Corner, when, at 9 a. m., four stores, with part· · 
of their stock, a tal'ern and two or three dwelling houses were burned; 
December 21, 1848, the old Gun House on Thomas' Hill was 
burned. In the same year the mills at Red Bridge were burned with· 
a loss of $4000, and the .barn on the Jewell place, near the Arsenal, 
loss $2500. 
In 1849 there were three memorable fires. June 3rd Dutton's saw 
mill was burned, loss $3000. · 
August 23rd, at half past four in the morning, the furniture shop 
of A. & E. Dole on Hammond street, was burned, with a loss o1 $1,500 
to $2000. Cas{lo Engine Company No. 1 of Portland was visiting 
here and the "boys~' took hold with a will and did effective work o~ 
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Eagle No. 3, -of which ~ompany .the Doles were prominent members._· 
· October 11 Strickland's block, . on Kenduskeag Bridge, was 
burned, including several stores and stocks with a total loss of $38,-
000, an insurance of $16,500. 
In 1850 the :fire at Smith's steam mill, on Harlow street, near 
Meadow Brook, caused a loss, Sept . . U, of $2000, .and also caused a 
deal .of trouble in the depa~tment by~ row between the "Tigers'~ an~ 
the ''Eagles,'' when water ad libitum was poured upon the hos13men. 
instead of the fire,_ until Chief French cut the hose of both companief:!. _ ·· 
The next morning the cut hose of No.3's company (the Eagles) was: 
run .up to the top of their pole, while the · halyards, from the truck· 
down, were festooned with' 'silk stockings'' a name derisively applied 
to the Eagles .on account of the number of dry goods men and clerks 
belOnging. to it. * 
There were two particularly noticeable fires in 1851. June 4th 
the steam mill, stove foundry · and other buildings situated on the 
"heater" lot, between Harlow and Exchange (now Park) streets,. 
were completely s'Yept away with a total loss of $15,000. The land_ 
thus . made free of incumbrance was utilized by the city i~ widening_ 
Harlow street, extending East Market Square and making what is 
now known as Center Park, one of the finest ornament~! spots · in ~p.~ 
city. 
November 30th the Unitarian church, on the corner of Main and: 
Union streets, was burned, with a loss of $18,000. 
June 16, 181)2, the old large wooden building known as Drew's 
block, where the Exchange block now stands, corner of Exchange 
and State streets, occupied by J. M. Crombie & Co., was burned; loss 
$3500. 
J -uly 30th the old Chick Tavern, so called, situated where now 
stands the Merchants' Hotel, and an old landmark~ was burned. 
In 1853, August 15, ,Mitchell's steam mill, situated near the 
Hampden line, was burned by an incendiary. fire. . 
In 1857, June 10, the old Elm House, on the Levarit Road, was 
_ burned at nearly midnight. Loss, $2000. 
ChapinHumphrey's wool factory was burned February 13, 1858, 
·' · 'with a loss of $5000. 
March 28, 1858~ .the dry goods store of Silas C. Hatch took :fire 
from the stove with damage to the' amount of .$8500; insured, $5500. 
' 
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.The. big :fil'e on Veazie Wharf, July. 1, 1860, onSunday; -.will 
long be · remembered,· and, together · with" the Broadway fire, . which 
occurred while it was 'burning, caused much excitement and fear that . . 
a large portion of the city would be destroyed. The presence of tWo: · ,, 
steam :fire engines, here on exhibit!on, saved the city from a great 
calamity. 
The losses by :fir~ inJ 1861 were about $[$2,000, the he~viest losses 
occurring .in the nights of May 21st·, · June 14th and October 25th. 
The :first of these was a very dangerous one, being in the saw-harden-
ing shop of M. Schwartz and the row of joiners' shops owned by Fogg 
& ·Pattee, A. W aggin ahd E. H. Tebbitts and the :r>aint shops of A~ : 
S. Sweet and· M. Dyer, at the corner of French and State streets, · and 
only the ~ost heroic exertions on the part of the firemen prevented 
an extensive conflagration. June 14th occurred the second great 
lumber yard :fire on Washington street, which, like the one of the 
previous year, was ·-incendiary, ·_and caused a loss of$22,5QO. The 
third notable :fire was that of Hinckley & Egery's foundry and 
machine shops on Harlow street October 25th,· with a loss of $20,000. · 
In 1862, · the . oldc' Ewer's tavern, on Ohio street, was burned 
May 7th, and on June 4th a l;>ad fire among the lumber stores and the 
grain . stores of S. Thaxter, on Exchange street caused an aggregate · 
loss of ·$9700. Currier's sail loft on Washington street was burned 
in the following February with a loss of $2500 .. _ 
The principal fire in 1863 was the burning of S. H. Busw~ll's 
wool pulling esta~lishment on theLevantRoad, with a loss of $8,300. 
The losses by :fire in the city in 1864 were less than $2000, but 
a :fire in Tewksbury!.s ship yard, Brewer, July 14, caused a loss of 
$8000. 
The heaviest fir~ in 1866 was the burning of G. W. Merrill's fur-
niture and moulding mill, in the Fiske block, Broad street, May 13th, 
with a loss of $10,000. · 
The year 1867 was memorable as the year of the theatre :fire, 
which was one of the most threatening and one of the most hardly 
contested. of any in the history of the department. The fire occurred 
at 12./30 o'clock on the morning of Thursday, August 9th, the locality 
being the easterly end of Franklin Bridge and the buildings destroyed 
-being z. Grover & Co.'s steam mill.and lard 'trying works, R. D. 




Successors to EMERY & FoGG, Manufacturer of 
lYJonumeht~, Tablets, aead~Ston·es, Etc. 
COR. M .AJN AND MIDDLE ,t;TBEET8, 
ar ~11 "\i'Vork "\i'Va.rra.:n. ted • . ~ 
FINNIGAN BROTHERS, 
cLoTu covBREo, wt.tiTit1TciijKviaatsaBo cAsKB·Ts, 
Robes, Linings and Trimmings of all kinds. 
EMBALMING .A. SP ECI.A.LTY. 
Undertakers .and Funeral Directors. Out of to'm"'~~d~~lsw;~o~~ti~"aJ::"~:~~- att<>ntion.• 
. Residence cor. 'Willow and Market Ms. 1£ and 18 ZAS'l' llAl!ltE'l' SQ, BANCOR, ME. 
::s::::c~ox:s dzj co~., 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
COAL -*"• wooo· OF AL:t.. :S::J:N:CS_ . 
Olljee, 20 and 22 Broad St. Branch, H2 Exchange St. Wharf, Banford Steamship Co.'s Old Wharf. • 
BANGOR, MAINE. 
BANGOR STEAM LAUNDRY 
AND BATH ·ROOMS. 
Laundry Work of Every Description Promptly Done. 
F. 0. BUZZELL. 
0. A. BUZZELL. 
Feather Beds Renovated. 
31 Central Street, BANGOR; ME, 
CHAS. WOODMAN · ·& . CO., 
DEALERS IN 
Lt:.JA{l:BE ~~ 
76 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR, MAINE. 
CHAS. WOODMAN. H. S. C'ROWELL. GEO. T. McLEAN;. 
C. A. WASHBURN, 
~ANUFACTURER OF 1 
. OOO~S, ·=· SRSf"{, ·=· BliifiOS, 
WINDOW AND DOOR FRAMES, 
Oorner of Main and Railroad Streets, BANGOR, MAINE. · 
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Honse stable. There were many occupants of. the steam mill in 
various branches of business, and· the total loss was set d~wn ,at 
$39,200, but it was doubtless considerably in excess of that amount• . 
Upon a total loss of $50,250 by the fires of. this year there was 
an insurance only to ·the amount of $5950. 
The year .from March, 1868, to March, .1869, was a disastrous 
one, the losses being $236,813.67, with an insurance of.$162,547.67. 
The biggest item in this was the West Market Square fire of January 
1, 1869, in which thirty-three individuals and firms lost sums vary-
ing from $10 to $57,916, the amount lost by. Hayward & Co., whole-
sale grocers. The total loss by the fire was estimated and adjusted , 
at $200,963.67; insurance, $137,597·.67. . 
The next largest fire of the year was the destruction of the old 
Savary Block on Kenduskeag Bridge, now the 'location of the Bangor 
Public Library, iii Kenduskey Block, which occurred June 24, the 
loss being about $24,000. August 26th the block directly opposite 
was burned, or rather the larger part of it, being the same in which 
is situated now, as it was then, the Whig and Courier office. The 
loss was $12,950. February 20, 1869, the saw manufa~tory of M. 
;Schwartz, on French street, was burned, with a loss of $5000. 
In 1870-71 fire in Clark & Bowman's block, the saw alluded to 
.above as · occupied by the Whig and Courier office, and others, was 
.damaged by fire March 18th to the amount · of $7200 on buil.!ling and 
·Contents. The next n~ght Strickland's block, on the opposite end of 
the bridge, caught fire in a photographer's saloon, causing a loss of 
.$17,000, principally to goods by water and removal, the firemen doing 
-excellent work in saving the bujlding. __ 
June 3, Hathorn's mill, at Carmel, was burned, and Engine Com-
-pany No. 3 went out and saved a large quantity of lumber. , 
December 2nd, Clark & Bowman's block got another ticket, and 
.a damage of $7800 was the result. 
January 22nd, 1871, a building on Harlow street, owned by E. 
-M. Stilwell, occupied by a saloon and meat market, suffered a loss 
<Of $5586. 
· In 1872 the well remembered Schwartz fire on West Market 
:Square took place on the evening of October 11th. This c•>mmenced 
:in the Schwartz store, an elegant structure erected on the site of the 
.Hayward store, burned in the big fire of January 1, l869. The loss 
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by this fire was, in money, $172,000, but the greatest loss was that 
of the life of a brave volunteer, William :a. Brackett, a skilled ine- -
chanic and valued citizen, who was crushed beneath the falling 
walls of the Schwar~z block and instantly killed. The losses by all 
other fires during the year amounted to but $7,095. 73. 
February 11th, 1874, at 11 p. m., occurred a stubborn fire at the 
E. & N. A. railroad depot at the foot of Exchange street, with a loss· 
of $8,'717.16 . 
.April 18th an incendiary fire in the rear_ of Ex~hange street 
block, opposite the Penobscot Exchange, threatened the whole east 
side of the stream with destruction, which was only averted, or at. 
least a most serious conflagaration · was stayed, by the unremitting 
and heroic efforts of the splendid body of men composing the fire 
departmen~. Loss, $71,500. 
December 15th, at 10.30 p. m., witnessed the destruction of the-
old hotel, formerly known as the Hatch House, one of the earliest 
and best known ' ''taverns',- in this ·part of the state, -but known at .the-
time of the fire as the Harriman House. _ Beneath and alongside the-
hotel was a ' row of wooden stores, occupied by dry goods, m;illinery, 
fancy goods and other stores. The loss was $51,000, insurance 
$21,000. 
June 27th, at 10.30 p. m., the Foster & Buagg block, on Picker-
ing Square, was burned, containing four stores. Loss on buildingr 
$8350; on .goods, $8,426.15; fully insured. 
February 7th, 1877, G. W. Merrill again had a taste of fire and 
Sll,lell of smoke, his block on Pickering Square being burned with a. · 
··loss of $6041. 
February 18, 1882, the High School bullding was damaged by 
fire to "the extent of .$4500 from a defective chimney. 
The benefit of the water service continu~d to be shown more and. 
more each year, and while there were in 1882 forty-five fires and 
alarms, the total loss amounted to _ but $13,250, with an insurance of 
$12,200. 
_ The year 1883 also showed forty-five fires and alarms, and the· 
los~jwas very nearly equal to· that of the preceding year, being$15,-
410, · witli an insuranc~ of $i4,500. The heaviest loss of fire in 1884- -
was caw;;ed by a fire at McLaughlin's High Head store houses, where: 
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In 1885 there. were 37 calls on the department with a resultant 
'loss of $10,980, all but $280 of which was covered by insurance . . 
In 1886 there were 28 calls, and b'y nine fires, the loss in eight _ 
.of which was but $5290, and one unknown. 
The number of alarms in 1888 was 35 ; with no loss, 14 ; with 
loss, 21; total amount of loss for the year, $2262.50, the smallest loss 
ior any year since the water works were' started. 
In 1889 the number of fire alarm calls was 50, with a total loss 
-of $54,200. The largest ~re of the year was Dudley & Shaw's slipper 
factory, February 25th, 1890, with a loss of $5854. 
The number of fires, alarms, amount of losses and annual ex-
:penses of the fire debartment, as shown by the reports of the Chief 
Engineers for the past forty years are given in the following table, 
the year given being the date of the annual report and covering the 
J>receding year : 
YEAR FIRES ALARMS LoSSES ExPJ<NSKS YEAR FIRES ALARMS LOSSES ExPENSKS 
1850 23 6 $ 44,425 $ 2,827 1872 25 27 22,000 21,053 
1851 14 7 8,700 5,443 1873 19 14 179,096 12,523 , 
1852 18 3 37,700 2,897 . 1874 17 11 15,517 15,572 
1853 27 25 10,500 2,884 1875 2! 8 132,275 16,665 
1854 . (no report) 1876 30 18 26,507 16,669 
1855 19 6 2,175 3,954 1877 22 20 17,179 17,349 
1856 16 1 1,925 5,724 1878 - 26- 16 9,575 14,875 
1857 22 3 3,665 6,049 1879 24 12 9,556 6,994 
1858 16 7 10,575 5,364 1880 19 10 15,075 7,417 
1859 29 35 20,050 5,788 1881 26 16 12,500 15,201 
1860 36 46 10,615 6,452 1882 26 11,300 14,630 
1861 29 21 23,235 6,672 1883 36 9 13,250 16,673 
1862 29 18 51,925 9,499 1884 41 3 15,410 18;572 
1863 25 10 27.000 7,422 1885 37 6 25,524 16,934 . 
J.864 : 23 8 15,650 7,095 1886 · 35 2 10,980 18,709 
1865 14 2 9,790 6,660 1887 9 19 5,290 17,442 
1866 19 4 11,174 7,135 1888 19 14 4,687 18,597 
1867 37 10 19,435 15,209 1889 22 13 2,263 18,943 
1868 45 7 50,250 14,871 1890 50 54,200 17,822 
1869 19 4 236,814 14,127 
1870 15 8 10,800 12,236 Total 1015 4S7 $1,2341237 $461,488 1871 33 8 45,650 10,440 
The expenses of -the department will be noticed to have greatly 
increased in 1881, this being due to the amount paid the Water 
Board for water, $6311, and which still continues to be charged as a 
-part of the annual expenses, the amount this year being $7151. 
~~ 
C. W. GOULD. , M. M. HASTINGS. 
GOULD & HASTINGS, 
No. 24 Exchange St., -~ Bangor, Maine, 
Manufacturers and Dealers in 
ci:t:i~oo.l PI HI, SPRUGB-A.HO HBMLOGK LU'MBBR.I AN»~~~:us, 
DIRIGO MILL, . ON TIDE WATER 
c. D. PRESSEY, MANUFACTURER OF 
BA=~~~~~ ~~:~E, PAP[R' BOX[S 
Odd Sizes of Boxes Promptly Made. AND CARTONS. 
ABEL HUNT, .. 
Fur_nisbiDD Undertaker ' and rraotioal Embalmer. 
WHOLESALE DEALER IN CASKE.JS AND TRIMMINGS. ' 
14 EAST MARKET SQUARE, BANGOR, MAiNE. 
Branch Store Main St.; Bar HArbor. _Both··offices and Residence connected by Telephone._ 
~- ~OE:::C...8...E'J:'Y., 
COOPER AND CISTERN MAKER, MANUFACTURER OF 
Pork an~ fis~ Barrols,.Har~ Woo~ Buttor T uhs, S~i~ Tanks, Etc~, 
ALSO DEALER IN COOPERS' TOOC,S OF ALL KINDS, 
Shop W,est End Frank-lin Bridge, BANCOR, ME. 
FULLER BROS., 
Manufacturers of 
Pa.per 71E Bo~es9 
RAILROAD BLOCK, EXCHANGE STREET, 
BANGOR, 1\o:I:AIN~. 
M. P. C. WITHERS; 
DEALB:R IN 
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Etc., 
No. 17 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR. 
H~ving secured the services of Mr• ERVIN .A. ROBERTSON, I am prepared to 
do dne·repairing of every description. 
EFFECTS OF A NIGHT ALARM. 
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It is interesting to note that while for the twenty-six years prior 
to the introduction of the water works -syStem the average annual 
losses by fire were $39,517, the average loss for the fourteen years 
since that time has but been $14,771. 
CHIEF Low RESIGNS. 
August 5th, 1867, Chief Low retired, and James w. Williams 
was elected Chief Engineer, and he appointed J. F. St. Clair to fill the 
v-a~ancy in the Board of Engineers. · 
February 3, 1868, a committee of Eagle Engine Company No.3, 
petitioned the City Council for an increase of pay, and an ordinance 
was passed increasing the . pay of enginemen from $40 to $45 per 
annum, that of the members of the hose company remaining at ~50. 
March 10, 1868, an ordinance was passed amending the "ordi-
nance relating to the · Fire Department,'' increasing the pay of the 
hosemen of the steain fire engines to $62.50 . per year. 
By some singular . omission in the reports of tht;~ Chief Engineer, 
it does not appear when the old Bear Hook and Ladder Company No. 
1 went out of service, and was succeeded by Champion Company No. 
2, but as the report of the year ending March, 1870, gives the organ-
ization of the latter company, James M. Davis, (inventor of the 
Bangor Extension Fire Ladder) foreman, it probably took place in 
1869, at the time the new ladder truck was added to the Department. 
In 1871, an order was passed by · the City Couiwil' to purchase 
another steam fire engine, to be held as a reserve, and a contract was 
~ade with the Amoskeag Manufacturing Co., of Manchester, N. H., 
through which there was added to the department the fine steamer 
Liberty No. 4, at a cost of $4,200. As she was used as. a reserve .no 
further addition to Union Hose Company or to the other service was 
required. 
A Babcock Extinguisher was introduced in 1875, and on many 
occasions did valuable service in subduing fires in their incipiency, 
being early upon the ground, and saving burning bu~ldings witp.out 
<lansing a heavier loss by water than by fire. It was never, howev~r, 
'i~·high ·favor with the members of the. department and was, wisel'y or 
m;rwisely; disposed of in 1878: . . · _ . 
~n 1875, also, two volunteer hose compaJ!ies were. organized, 
HollfNo .. 7 and Elijah Low No.8, the former named in honor Of the 
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inventor of the water system, then first introduced, and the latter ln 
honor of the veteran and esteemed Chief Engineer. They-had fifteen 
men each: 
May 22, 1874; an order was passed instructing the engineer of 
the steam fire engines to cause fittings to be placed upon two of the 
tug boats of Messrs. Ross & Howell for use iii case of fires in the 
vicinity of the river and stream, provided the same can be done at an 
expense not exceeding ninety dollars, and providing thaf Messrs. 
Ross & Howell consent to the placing and use of said fittings for the< 
purpose in~nded. The arrangement was made, and the boats have 
since been a valuable auxiliary to our fire department . 
.A.N IMPORTANT CH.A,NGE. 
With the introduction of the Holly system of water works came 
an important epoch in the history of the Bangor Fire Department. 
Its effect was a reorganization of the. department, Holly Hose Company 
No. 7 and Elijah Low Hose Company No. 8, which had been rumiing 
several months as volunteers, being taken into the department, and 
engine No. 3 being taken out, her company of fifty men disbanded 
and retaining the hose company of fifteen men belonging to her. 
Holly company was located on Hammond street and Elijah Low 
company on State street. .A. volunteer company was also organized 
at Cottageville, c;:alled Eureka No. 9. The location of the::;e companies, 
with Union No.1 on State street and Eagle No. 3 on Columbia street, 
divided the department, placing some on the high altitudes on either · 
. side of the stream, and «;~thers in the lower business portion of the city, 
instead of having it centralized as formerly, a matter of much import-
ance to those living away from the center of the city. 
A hors~ having been attached to the hook and ladder company, 
its force was reduced from twenty-five to sixteen men. The number 
of men in Union Hose Company was continued at twenty-five, owing 
to their not only running their own hose reel but also being obliged 
to man the ~wo-horse hose cart and those of the steamers as well, 
when in use. The pay of the hosemen was $40 each per year. 
Eagle Hose Company No. 3 continued in the department until 
May 5, 1877, when it was disbanded, and its place was not filled, and · 
this ended the history of the popular and effective Eagle Engine Com-
pany No. 3, successors of Bangor Engine Company No. 3, which for 
4 
,. 
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over half a century earned golden opinions by its -promptness and 
efficiency at fires. Eagle Engine No. 3 was sold to the town of Mon-
son in 1878. 
A new house for the Elijah Lows was built on State street, near . 
Salem Court, in1877. In1881, July,ElijahLow company was disabnd-
ed, and a new company was formed and accepted in February, 1882. 
E:ureka Hose Company No.9, which :l:lad been a volunteer company, 
was admitted on half pay of $20 per man. ·Since that time there has 
been no change in the department except in the personnel of the 
Board of Engineers, and the members of the various hose companies, 
and the department has maintained a splendid reputation for prompt-
ness and efficiency, and have sustained an excellent discipline, which, 
while abating nothing in the way of healthy emillation and rivalry, 
has kept them free from the rancor and bitterness which characterized 
the old time companies. 
Eureka Hose Company, first a volunteer and then a half-pay 
company, was raised Septeml::ler-- 2, 1890, to full pay, which is now 
$50 a year to each man, besides the foreman, who receives $75. 
CHIEF A. H. PARKER, 
~~· . 
the head of our efficient Fire Department, possesses superior qualifica-
tions for the position ; in fact, it ca:q __ truthfully be said of him, that 
he has demonstrated his remarkable fitness to be the leader of a force 
organized to face danger and fight a desperate foe. His quick per-
ception, clear head, and sound judgment, a;s demonstrated on all oc-
casions since he took command show that he is fully equal to the 
task, and that no matter how threatening -the surroup_dings may be, 
he is prepared to face the enemy with that determined spirit impera-
tively requisite to secure a victory. He . commenced his fire career 
when a young man by running as a volunteer on the old hand engines. 
In the spring of 1861 h~ joined the Union Hose Oo~pany No. 1, 
which was organized to run with the first steamer which the city 
bought. -He continued a member. of the company, holding the posi-
tion of clerk and treasurer for the last five years, until the spring ,of 
1873. ~e was ·selected by the Chief Engineer to act as assistant en-
. gineer in ,place of one of the assistants that was sick. At tht? annual 
election·.that .spring he was appointed third . assistant on the board: 
H~ served three years under Chief Low. When First Assistant 
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~ad docks was elected Chief: he served as first assistant two years 
nuder Chief Maddocks, - .when for some personal feelings he was 
-dropped from the board, but still continued to attend all :fires. In 
·tQ.e spring of 1887 he was elected to succeed M~. Maddocks as Chief 
Engineer. It will .be seen that he has seen about 21 years of :fire 
.service, and the experience he acquired during that period, and the 
:fact that he had a thorough knowledge of the construction of most of 
·the houses in th~ city of any importance, peculiarly :fitted him for- the 
. -responsible position. Since his appointment_he has introduced many 
valuable improvements that have contributed greatly to the efficiency 
.. of the department . 
. 
SAMUEL A. FELLOWS. 
S. A. Fellows, :first assistant chief, was a member of old No. 3 
Engine from 1855 to 1860. He then served on the board as assistant 
:four years, was then elected Chief, being succeeded by Mr. Low, he 
stepping out of the department until 1875, when Holly No. 7 Hos'e 
·Company was formed and he was elected foreman,. which position he 
held for five years. He was then appointed on · the board as :first 
.assistant, which position he has held until the present time. 
MATTHEW MORIARTY. 
M. Moria:J:Jiy, second assistant chief, first joined the department 
:as a member of the hook and ladder company in 1863, served one -
_year, was then transferred to Engine Company No. 6, where he re-
mained 1until the company was disbanded in 1867. He then joined. 
"Union Hose Company and remained a member until1883, when he -
-wa~ apJ>Ointed on the Board of Engineers, where he .. has remained 
·with honor to himself until the present time. 
C. J. pARKER. 
C. J. Parker, third assistant chief, first joined the department 
:as a member of Holly Hos~ Company No. 7 in 1876, where ~ere­
mained · ,for five years, . was then -transferred to Hook and Ladder 
·Company No. 2, where he remained seven years, the last three of 
which he was captain of the company, and was then appointed on the 
Board of Engineers, where he has remained a faithful w,orker until 
·the present time. 
G. W. PARKER. HENRY PEAKES . 
. PARKER. & PEAKES, 
MEN'S ANDjBOYS' 
VEAL AND FINE ·· CALF BOOTS AND . SHOES, 
. Hancock and Oak Streets. 
BOSTON OFFICE, rrb Sumnur St., 
]. A. M60RK, Agent. BANGOR, MAINE. 
M. SCHWARTZ'S SONS, 
DRALRRS IN 
Fire and Mill Hose, 
I • 
AND FIRE DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES. 
Saw Manufacturers, Machinists, and Dealers in Belting aud Mill Supplies • 
..... 
NO. 5' STATE ~:fRE-ET, BANGOR, MAINE. 
Penobscot Savzngs Bank, 
BANGOR, MAINE. 
NO. 43 1-2 ·WEST MARKET SQUARE. 
ORGANIZED 1869. 
F. A. WILSON, President. . D. C. CLARK,F reasurer. 
F. A. WILSON, 
CHAS. HAMLIN, 
TRUST.EES. 
SILAS C. HATCH. 
N.C. AVER, . 
THOMAS CAREY. 
Deposits July, 1890, $1,393,674.92. · Dividends first Monday in April and Ociobe~. 
W'<ston, ?\\010G~AP~£R, 
No. 2 Smith's Block, 
' 
BANGOR, MAINE. 
Studio Lately Refitted and Refurnished Throughout . 
. · 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED. 
~~RE SE~VICE OF BANG:QR •.. 
l 
'· > .. i.' ( • . . •, ... 
THE ~:F.lRE ALARM TELEGRAPH •. 
'· .  ~- . 
The (tamewell_ Jfir~ Alarm Telegraph was . intro.duced in Ba11gor 
in 1883. The contract called for five signal boxes, two bell striking 
maoh~ne~,. an.d .the 'Yi:r:e, ~atteries, .&witch-boar~s, galv.anom~ters, and 
other 'paraphernalia necessary 1n the construction of the system. The 
fact that the system now contains four bell strikers, several gongs 
and about thirty boxes; OJJ six tim-es the number originally contracted 
for, tells more plainiy than words how successful it has been here; 
in fact, as Chief Parker tersely exl?ressed it, '' It now takes seconds 
to· give 3tn alarm of . fire :where formerly minutes were required." 
The cost of '·the system, as originally put in, was $3,537 .39. 
·; •. J • • • 
THE WATER WORKS. 
The.starting point of the present system of water works was the 
passage . of an . order by tlie: City Coun<Jil; . J ari. 4, 1875, ·authorizing 
the Ma.yor to . publish a . ;n9tice that the~ City .of -Bangor. would petition 
the Legislature of Maine for 1875, for the passage of an Act grant· 
ing the City of Bangor authority to. build or purchase a dam and 
other works to supply its inhabitants with water from the Penobscot 
river, etc., etc . 
. ·.>· · · The result of this action. was the passage o( an act, authorizing 
the construction of a dam and to erect works for pumping and dis-
tributing water through the streets of the city, and authorizing the 
Jss~_ing of bon,ds to an amount not exceeding $350,000, to ~ay for. the 
cost of the same. George Stetson, Gorham L. :Boynton. and ·Luther 
H. Eaton were named as Commissioners or Water Board. 
June 5th the Council passed a resolve requesting the Board to 
prqceed as soo;n as practicable to the construction of a dam and 
water works, and at the same meeting . resolves were passed author-
izing the issuance of a loan of $350,000, and an appropriation of 
.$1,000 for the further prQsecution .of the survey. 
A supplementary act of the Legislature, approved Feb. 11, 1876, 
increased the amount of loan authorized to $5oo;ooo, which was the 
amount of entire cost of constrU'ction of dam and water works. 
Work was commenced at once, and prosecuted with so much 
vigo,r that on Jan. 1, 1876, water was turned on to the hydrants, and 
since then these have been our reliance as a source of ·water and 
power for fire purposes, the three steam fire engines being bela as 
MORSE & COMPANY 
. . ,. 
Manufacturers of' Long and Short Lumber, and everything in the line ·of 
BUILDING TRIMMINGS~ 
·MOULDINGS OF ALL KINDS, NEWEL POSTS, BALUSTERS, CORNER 
BLOCKS, BRACKETS, GUTT~as, CONDUCTORS, ETC. 
BAND AND SCROLL SAWING, WOOD CA~VING, ETC., 
DONE IN THE BEST MANNER. 
WINDOW AND DOOR FRAMES, SHEATHING AND HARDWOOD FLOORINGS .. 
OF .ALL KINDS . . 
WOOD MANTELS .. 
, . We keep a good line in stock, and make to order iri special designs, 
in any kin~ of wood. 
We pay especial attention to the department of stair work, and any~­
thing in this line made and set up by experienced' workmen. 
Walnut, . Cherry, Oak and Whitewood carried in stock. 
·v.ALLEY AVE., · 
'• : BANGOR, ME._ 
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reserves and auxiliaries, or for use in,. remote places where there 
are no-water mains. 
The-post hydrants were put into the hands of the Fire Depart-
ment in January, 1.876, and first .used at .a fi:re in Stetson's block, 
State street, on the. 25th of January. 
The success which attended the inauguration of the works fifteen 
years ago, has been as greatly, in fact, more greatly marked· in tl:J.e 
years which have passed since then, and the work of improve~eyt 
and extension has been constantly going on. 
In 1883 the Brewer Water -Company, a corporation organized to 
supply the City (then town) of Brewer witl;l water, made an arrange-
ment with the City of Bangor by which the city furnished them with 
a supply of water, delivered to the main of the Brewer Company, at 
the northerly end of the Bucksport railroad bridge. · This service 
still continues, but will be terminated when the laying of the pipes 
is completed, connecting 'the Brewer service with the works of the 
Electric Light and Power Company, at Veazie. · 
Under authority ,of an order of the City Council, passed Sept. 
17, 1886, an entire new set of pumping machinery, of the most im· 
proved pattern, and with a capacity of five million gallons per day, 
has been put in place, and the value of the works still further en-
hanced by the addition ~f boilers and engines tn connection with the 
. electric light plant, which is also connected with it _and under the 
charge of the Water Board. 
The water , power to carry the electric light machinery has been 
proved to be ample. It is regulated without diffi<>ulty. There are 24 
miles of street mains and 17 4 hydrants. The total number of water 
takers is 2,195, and the total cash collections for water ratesfor the 
year ending March, 1890. was $28,137.38. The Brewer Water Com 
pany paid for six months, ending Oct. 1, 1889, $1,095.34, leaving a 
balance due for the year of $1,280. 78, or a total of $2,376.12. 
BANGOR ~TENSION LADDER. 
Many improvements; the benefits of which have been and are 
now being realized by the Fire Departments throughout the country, 
are due to the genius and invention of Bangor firemen. The first 
flexible, or squirrel-tail, suction hose was thought up, talked up and 
. ' 
BANGOR 
EliEnsmn ltADDER CO;, 
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 
. ' 
-. . 
· lire Ixtension an~ - Single laDDers, 
H09K AND LADDER TRUCKS, 
SetTviee and ~ae"ing lfose ~eels, 
lfose · Wagons, liose E:xtinguishetrs, 
Fitre at?d mill lfose of evetry desetription. 
FIRE APPARATUS GENERALLY. 
Office: MAIN STREET. ·}a · · 
Factory: SALEM COURT, angott, lYiatne. 
JOSEPH S. SMITH, Manager. 
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More than 1,000 in use in the United States . 
. Ladders sent subject to approval. 
SEND ~OR A CIRCUI..,-A.R. 
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made up in the h<:mse of old Amory Engine No; 4, Newton M. Whit· 
man being, doubtless, the originator of the idea. Its supremacy over 
the "goose-necks" and stiff hose then in use was at once obvious 
and decided. Many- of the - improvements in the "Button;' tub 
were the suggestions <?f Major Fenno; who, as committee of his com-
pany, superintended her construction, and these improvements have 
-done m"Uch in giving that class of tubs the _great popularity which 
they attained in the country. 
To-day, one of the leading attachments of the fire departments 
in more than thirty cities of the Union, besides the British Provinces, 
South America and Mexico, as well as in the Departments of the 
United States government, where some fifty are in use, is the Bangor 
Extension Fire Ladder, an invention of a Bangor fireman and the 
pr~duct of a Bangor factory. 
In 1874, Major James M. Davis, one of the brave Union defend- · 
ers, and captain of Champion i{ook and Ladder company, a joiner by 
trade, and since constructor and manager of some of the largest pulp· 
mills in the country; constructed a ladder for the use of his company 
and another for use in his own business. Being at work putting on 
outside windows at the residence of Gen. JosephS. Smith, the atten-
tion of the latter was drawn to the ladder, and the result was that. 
General Smith · purchased a half interest itt the ladder and a patent 
was taiken out on it in 1875. Afterwards several other patents were 
talren out, and still others on which there was a question of infringe-
ment,. purchased. General Smith carried on the business most suc-
cessfully for a time, having purchased Major Davis' interest. Re-
cently-a joint stock company was organized, of which General Smith 
, is president and general manager, F. H. C. Reynolds, treasurer, with 
office in Masonic Block and factory at Salem Court. The company 
make -the Bangor Extension and other ladders, hook and ladder 
trucks, etc., and deal in hose reels, hose and fire apparatus of every 
description. They have sold over $125,000 worth of ladders, and 
there are now in use among other cities 200 in New York, 50 in 
Chicago, and 50 in Boston. This ladder received the Centennial 
_medal at the Philadelphia exhibition of 1876, and also the goid 
medal of the New .England Fair. As an outgrowth and an adjunct. 
. !, 
·. of the Bangor Fire Department its history is worthy a place in these 
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columns, and becomes' a matter of pride to the department and to-
the city. 
FIREMEN'S RELIEF; 
The first suggestion of a lund for . the relief of sick or disabled 
firemen is made in 'the constitution 6f Boston Engine Co. No. 3, ap-
proved by the Mayor and Aldermen,., June~' 1836. · The importance 
of establishing and maintaining a fund for the relief of disabled fire-
men, was· felt"almost with · tJ:i:e birth of the ·department ; but, as with 
many of th(l -best ideas arid intentions, it was a long time developing 
into an estdblished fact, and it was almo'st ·balf a century after the 
time the fi~st suggestion was made, before, in l885, the Fireman's. 
Relief Fund. was. organized, with the following officers: the Mayor, 
~:;x-officio, president; the Chief Engineer, ex-offipio, vice president; 
the City Tre~surer, ex-officio, treasurer . . The nucleus of the fund 
was donations made by citizens · on account of valuable services ren-
dered by the fire.men, and this has been added to, from time to time, 
by similar donations. It is ,an important institution, and its funds. 
should be enlarged by every available resource and means. The fund 
·is held among the trust funds M the city, and draws interest at six 
per cent. per annu~. The amount of the fund at this time is $1,050. 
The present officers of the relief fund. are: E. II·· Blake, mayor, ~:;x­
officio, president; A. H. Parker·, chief engineer, ex-officio, vice pres-
ident; John L. Crosby, city treasurer, e')J:officio, treasurer. 
FIREMEN IN THE WAR. 
The readiness with which Bangor firemen responded .to the call 
of the country when the Union was in danger, must ever remain a 
source of pride to the department. With the President's first call for 
troops, after the firing on Fort Sumter, Bangor led the country by 
raising the first company of volunteers and having it accepted by the 
Governor·, all.in·one day, the ever-to-be-remembered 19th of April, 
· 1861. That ni~ht, Daniel White, afterward General White, foreman 
of the association of ex-firQIDen, called a meeting of the company for 
· the 'following evening. At this meeting they voted to tender their 
services to the Union, and expelled a prominent niem'Qer of the com-
pany who had earned the · soubriquet of ''secessionist.'" Dit:niel F. 
Sargent was chosen captain, · afterwards promoted for gallant service 
THIS IS ' THE ONLY 
. ' ' 
STEAM AND HOT WATER BOILER 
MADE; OF .A HORIZONTAL TYPE. 
It has no pa:cking to burn ·out; or leaky tubes to bother with, or cast iron furnace 
to be dependent on in: frosty weather . . · It is constructed to burn 'all kinds of·fuel, 
and can be cleaned while under ·I+· full head of fire, by a servant girl, and will 
consu·me ·much le'ss . fuel ·by doing so. Barranoff's Patent Circulating ·pipe· is 
another g.rand thing that is added to the boiler, and will circulate hot water for 
heat in~ b~qding~ and at the s~me time will run an engine by steam, both . work-
ing a~. the same t1me. We sohcit correspondence. · 
PENOBSCOT RIVER STEAM BOILER WORKS, 
.BANGOR, JM:AINE. 
~ .~ ....... , ... ~, .... ....-... ~---> 't 'l'"'lL f":' -o>::n~':" ... -~ , •• -. ..,_""!-....,.-,.o;::'"115J ...... ;'I.-.... 
s·ECDND-HAND- AMOSKEAG FIRE ENGINE, No. 2, like the above cut, FOR SALE. 
Finished with German silver plate and brass thorough; in first-class condition. , Can be seen at 
F"e:r.:>.ol:>soot CRiv-er Stea.:a::r.~. Boi1er Work,s. , 
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to the rank of lieutenant colonel, and serve!l the two years of his 
-enlistment. Later he received a captain's co:p1mission in Co. M, 1st 
District Columbia cavalry, and was fatally wo"-nded in one of its en-
gagements. · 
Mr. White afterwards raised a company ~hich took the· place 
·Of Co. I, 2.d Maine regiment, he being . comiDissioned as ·-captain. ~ 
June 9th, 1863, after . having faithfully · ser~ed his country for two , 
years as mipt:~in of Co . . I; ?d ·Maine Regiment, he .raised another 
-company for the 31st,. and was mustered in as captain ()f Co. A. His 
bravery earned him rapid promotion, and . before. the ~lose ~f t~e 
'War he was brevetted brigadier general. . 
Edward L. Getchell was another gallant fireman . who earned dis-. 
- tinction on the field. of battle,: being finally mustered ' out at the clos~ 
of the war with the1 rank of lieutenant colonel. ·Chief .Engineer Eli~ 
jah Low also served . a_!l_,provost Dl.arshal .o.f the 4th Mftine District, 
.and the records abouhd with names of . brave and honorable sold~ers, 
who first faced danger and experien~ed the advantages of discipline 
in the ranks of the Bangor Fir~ Department. 





13. York street, corner of Adams: 
15. Exchange street, corner of H!J;ncock. 
17. Hinckley & Egery Iron Co., Oa]{ street. . 
18. Hancock street, . near, junction of Washington. 
23. Swe\:lt.'s Drug Store,· West Market square. 
24. Front ·street, cq,rne~·of Union. 
25. Dole & Fogg's m:ill, Front street. 
26. Maine Central.(Western) Depot. 
27. Main-street, corner of May. 
28. Main street, corner of Buck. 
33. Hammond street, corner, of £ond. 
34. Junction of Hammond and. Union streets. 
37. Third street, near Warren. 
38. Hammond street, corner of Webster road. 
42. Hammond street, corner of Court. 
45. Junction of Hammond and Court streets. 
46. Union street, corner of George. 
47. Court street, corner of Fremont. 
51. East Market square, corner of State street. 
53. Center street, corner of Somerset. 
54. Broadway, corner of Somerset. 
56. Essex street, corner of Garland. 
61. Morse & Co.'s Mills, Harlow street. 
63. Harlow street, corner of Spring. 
65. Center street, corner of Jefferson. 
67 . Kenduskeag A venue, corner of Congress. 
72. Hose Eight Engine house, State street. 
74. Forest Avenue, corner of Garland. 
· ~ . 
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HINGKLEY & E6ERV· 
IRON. GO., 
~achin.ist:s ~ iron. Fou.:n.ders~· 
_ MANUFAOTURERS 01!' ;,-· · 
ROTARY BED PLIIBRI; ITBIMJIUIHBS, 
BOILERS, 
Clapboard, Single, Mttley and Circular Saw Mills, Sapping Machines, Shingle 
and Lath Machines, Parallel Gang Edgers, Slate Cutters, Steam Pbwer:and · 
Plunger Pumps, Waters' Governors, Water Wheels, Shafting, Ge3ring, 
Pulleys, Boxes, Coupiings, Arbors, Babbitt, Gas Pipe, '&lobe ·aD:d . 
Peet Valves. Pipe and Fittings, Steam Whistles, Rubber, Hemp : ·. · 
and Steam· Packings, Bark Mills, Cider Mill Screws, Car 
Wheels and Shafts. 
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